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Sunday In The Park With George

This play began with some promise. I liked the part about the genius doing brilliant work based on scientific principles

that nobody around him has the capacity to understand. But then everybody started bothering him about his emotions
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and singing about loving him all the time and I lost interest.

Cats

I was once beaten with a lead pipe in a Turkish prison. If given the choice between returning to that chapter of my life

and seeing Cats again, I’d pick the lead pipe with a smile.

How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying

I had high hopes for this one, because how would one succeed in business without really trying? The answer, of course,

is murder. My first thought was poison: why else would such attention be drawn to the coffee, in the song about enjoying

a coffee break, of all things? A bit simplistic, but neat. However, as the time passed for the majority of easily obtained

poisons of the era to possibly take effect, I began to suspect that a more tangled web was being woven here. You can

find the most twisted men behind the most unassuming faces, and there was something about the naivete of Finch, the

ambitious window washer, that whispered a suggestion of the psychopathic in him. As the young man ingratiated himself

with his employer J.B. Biggley, claiming to share his alma mater and his hobby of knitting, I suddenly began to see the

pattern. He was becoming his enemy, laying the psychological groundwork to drive Biggley to madness and death, and

ultimately take his place. A worthy problem indeed! Then it turned out to be a tedious blackmail thing about a girl and I’m

still smarter than everyone alive, so then I fell asleep.

A Chorus Line

It’s a logic problem. Most things are. Good god, any fool could have figured it out in the first act. There are seventeen

dancers called back, eight “boys” and nine “girls,” as they say. So which nine are on the chopping block? Well, Zach lets

Diana sing about her drama school experiences uninterrupted, and nobody wants to hear anybody talk about drama

school unless they want to sleep with them on at least a subconscious level. Safe. She’s in. Good. Now, look at Don. The

actor’s shoes look almost new, they show the least wear-and-tear of anyone on the stage. He’s clearly not going to be

doing any choreographic heavy lifting later in the show. Doomed. At first I thought Kristine was a red herring, making

such a big show of her inability to sing, but one look at that atrociously sickled foot and you can tell her dancing won’t

compensate for her vocal incompetence. Goodbye, Kristine. Maggie studies ballet because she used to pretend her

father was an Indian chief who would dance with her, which is nonsensical. Her mind is weak. She will fail. I can’t

remember the name of the other girl in the song so she’s probably not important. Look, have I really got to spell it out for

you? I’ll tell you the final eight, and you can give me forty-eight quid to tell you easy riddles for two hours.
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Grease

I spent the entire first act enraged that I wasn’t sitting close enough to the stage to study the ash from the characters’

cigarettes and thus prevent the evening from becoming an utter waste of brainpower. The terrifying old dishrag of an

usher wouldn’t let me walk up the aisle, so during the intermission I lifted a pair of opera glasses from a lady in row G. I

had little remorse, as a quick glance at her fingernails clearly proved that she had been accepting bribes from an Iranian

prince up until two weeks ago. Alas, though – by the end of the first verse of “Shakin‘ At The High School Hop”  I visually

confirmed that none of the cigarettes were real. Why does this musical even EXIST, then? I hated it.  No stars.

The Phantom Of The Opera

Someone really ought to break it to the Phantom that if he listens closely, he can hear that Christine is in the early stages

of developing vocal nodes, so he might not want to go through all this trouble to kidnap her if he’s either going to have

to pay for some expensive throat surgery or hold auditions for an entirely new “angel” in six months. Let us hope

Christine has some typing skills or something to fall back on, for her sake.

And, let me say this: just because you’ve got an underground lair doesn’t mean you must decorate it like you’re Dracula

running a bordello. I’ve seen some that are quite tasteful. I wouldn’t be so indiscreet as to name names, but trust me, it’s

possible.

Les Miserables

I rely on my mind as my instrument and my only faith is in its power, but several days ago everything I thought I knew

crumbled as I looked into the face of madness. My mother called to tell me she bought me a ticket to see Les Mis with

her and Dad even though they had already seen it once before themselves. Assuming that she was having a stroke, I

met the ambulance at my parents’ house, where she made the paramedics tea and told me that Mycroft, damn his eyes,

told her that I’d like it because, quote, “there’s an incompetent policeman in it.” After several unsuccessful attempts to

fake my own death (I’m usually fairly deft in that area but mothers always know), I found myself sitting there with a

Playbill and an overpriced sack of M&Ms like a fool. The play was overwrought, saccharine, full of the emotions that

make men weak, and I stand by my belief that the mind is superior to these little caprices. . . but I did like the part where

the lawman was pompous and bad at his job then realized that he wasted his life and jumped off a bridge. Also, I think I

should like to spend some more time in my local sewer system. But that doesn’t mean that Her Majesty won’t be getting

some rather vivid pictures of the male anatomy from Mycroft’s email account tomorrow.
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Sweeney Todd

Hmm. Yes, well. It was fine. Fine! I could see how a person of ordinary powers might find it amusing. If you like that kind

of thing, you know, elaborate conspiracies and vengeance that plays out over decades. And, of course, madness, and

betrayals from lethal female accomplices and cannibalism and political corruption and a brilliant, deeply FIENDISH,

intricately constructed MURDER CHAIR . . . That kind of thing. Hmm, well, obviously that’s not my sheet music. I bought it

for John. I mean, of course I’m aware he doesn’t play an instrument, I just thought it’s the sort of ridiculous thing he’d

like. I, you know, it was . . . fine.
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Comments (71)

 

+141malloryelis · 204 weeks ago

I am a simple woman, and this is all I need to make me happy.

+56Fluffernutter · 204 weeks ago

DUDE. This RULES!!! A+++ Would enthusiastically read again!

2 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+69ArsenioB_Ham · 204 weeks ago

"I hated it. No stars."  

 

I loved this. Five stars.

+16brigidkeely · 204 weeks ago

Just FYI am IMing links to everyone I know, especially the people who had to listen/read my tirade about Season 3 of

Sherlock yesterday.

+13Lu3 · 204 weeks ago

This is PURE GOLD! I might bookmark this article so I can go back and enjoy it again and again. Sherlock's analysis of

"A Chorus Line" was masterful.

+44smeesmeesmee · 204 weeks ago

This is hilarious. I think my favourite one was How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying. "The answer, of

course, is murder."

+25icebergmama · 204 weeks ago
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I loved this so much! Pitch perfect.  

 

"overpriced sack of M&Ms" totally just broke me. so good.

5 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+62dakimel · 204 weeks ago

Every other week, it seems, I find someone at The Toast that I need to kidnap and keep in my lair so I can summon

them to amuse me at any given moment.  

 

(Don't even tell me how that's unnecessary because I can just return to this site and be amused at any given moment.

NOT THE POINT.)  

 

Anyway, Kathryn Funkhouser, today you are my victim. Make elaborate farewells to your loved ones; I'll be by around 8.

5 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+13Lu3 · 204 weeks ago

And I can't believe poor Sherlock has seen so many musicals with his parents. They are TORTURERS.

1 reply · active 204 weeks ago

+5anachronistique · 204 weeks ago

SPECTACULAR.

+36Girl Named Jack · 204 weeks ago

Ok, so I'm having that issue where I want to comment that I love something, but I am so intimidated by how awesome

the thing is and I want my comment to do the thing justice and I get all tongue-tied and all I can muster is: this was so

good.  

 

This happens to me several times a day on The Toast.

+37britomartian · 204 weeks ago

" After several unsuccessful attempts to fake my own death (I’m usually fairly deft in that area but mothers always

know), I found myself sitting there with a Playbill and an overpriced sack of M&Ms like a fool."  

 

This is the best sentence, every phrase is perfect, well done.

2 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+24renegadeoboe · 204 weeks ago

I identify with how Sherlock feels about Cats. This is the first and only time I have ever identified with anyone's portray-

al of Sherlock Holmes. Good work, you.
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+27wrestlethethistles · 204 weeks ago

Is it bad that I kind of want to see the How to Succeed... that Sherlock thought he was watching?  

 

(Loved the whole thing, though.)

+13chnellociraptor · 204 weeks ago

GOD BLESS, SERIOUSLY.  

 

Of course Sherlock Holmes would find himself a Stephen Sondheim fan. Join the club, Sherly.

1 reply · active 204 weeks ago

+44Steph · 204 weeks ago

"...just because you’ve got an underground lair doesn’t mean you must decorate it like you’re Dracula running a bordel-

lo." DYING.

+23CleverManka · 204 weeks ago

"If given the choice between returning to that chapter of my life and seeing Cats again, I’d pick the lead pipe with a

smile."  

 

OH GOD. You and me both, BB. You and me both.

4 replies · active 80 weeks ago

+9whittingly · 204 weeks ago

This is the first Sherlock-related creation that has made me smile since the premiere of season three.

+4Yarnybarny · 204 weeks ago

Yes! This combines my two most recent thought circles: why I do not care for most live musicals (but movie musicals

are worth repeated watching, especially when they feature Technicolor) and why B.C. is considered good looking. They

both take up most of my brain time (so much so that I might as well be one of the many Cumber-enthusiasts).

+19turanga_leela · 204 weeks ago

Husband agrees 100% with all these reviews, which is why he is not invited to see Wicked with us this weekend.

+12robinathefirst · 204 weeks ago

This might be the best, most accurate explanation of How To Succeed... that I've ever read.  

 

Related: people NEED to understand why Robert Morse as Bert Cooper is the most brilliant casting ever.
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2 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+11meanchelled · 204 weeks ago

And, let me say this: just because you’ve got an underground lair doesn’t mean you must decorate it like you’re Drac-

ula running a bordello.  

 

this is beauty itself

+70NicoleCliffe · 204 weeks ago

Saw subject line in submissions - accepted the piece automatically.  

Read the piece - was happy to have accepted it.  

Wordpressed the piece - was filled with joy.

+10ToTheIsLand · 204 weeks ago

This is perfection itself. Also, I love that "Sunday in the Park with George" was included, because that is my favorite mu-

sical (or things that exist, in general) EVER and I don't say that lightly. It makes perfect sense that Sherlock would identi-

fy with George and his brilliant-if-emotionally-aloof obsessiveness which both attracts and repels people.

+10mollpants · 204 weeks ago

His parents would ABSOLUTELY be Les Miz people.  

 

/ I say this as an unabashed Les Miz person

2 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+14tjdubya · 204 weeks ago

Totally off topic, but does anyone else think smiling Daniel Radcliffe looks like that thing where you dry your teeth with

a sleeve or something and fold your lips under to stick there?

2 replies · active 204 weeks ago

+2robot_dinosaur · 204 weeks ago

yes yes yes yes yes

+2bumbleblu · 204 weeks ago

LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE.  

 

LOVE.

+10cosmia · 204 weeks ago
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I LOVE that the only thing he likes is obviously Sweeny Todd

+9Loony_Lovegood · 204 weeks ago

This is amazing and hilarious! The only good thing about Cats is that song "Memory." But it's almost worse for that, be-

cause there's this one kinda-good part buried beneath layers and layers of crap.  

 

If I may geek out for a moment and correct a common misconception, however...surgery is a last ditch treatment for vo-

cal nodules. Absolute last resort. Speech therapy can often clear it right up, assuming that the patient is compliant with

the home therapy routine, especially if it's caught in an early stage. Additionally, surgery can sometimes leave scarring

if it is unskillfully done, potentially leaving you with an even worse voice than you had before and irreversible damage.

Soooooo try therapy first, if this ever happens to any of you. I am a last-semester grad student in speech-language

pathology, you can trust me on this one. OK, I'll get off my soapbox now.

1 reply · active 204 weeks ago

0Alex · 204 weeks ago

Probably the most beautiful thing I'll read all day!

+1Tortoiseshell Bat · 204 weeks ago

I liked this so much I retweeted it twice

+2Rosie · 204 weeks ago

Aaah so funny!

+4Gerd D. · 203 weeks ago

Oh what cumber-some experiences, poor Sherlock...

+1katytron · 203 weeks ago

just perfection from start to finish

+1Onedayer · 202 weeks ago

This is pure perfection. Every line of the Les Mis review is pure gold! 'Damn his eyes'  

Also the Cats review I consider 100% accurate.  

 

'Hated it. No stars."

0Loreto · 202 weeks ago
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Join Oprah on our most
�exible program ever.

 

This is amazing!! This is perfection!

0simon harding · 202 weeks ago

I just new Sherlock would be a fan of Stephen Sondheim - I bet he thinks Into The Woods is "fine" too

+1Michael · 200 weeks ago

So informative things are provided here on topic Sherlock Reviews Musicals He Was Forced To Attend With His Par-

ents, I really happy to read this post, I was just imagine about it and you provided me the correct information I really

bookmark it, for further reading, So thanks for sharing the information. I love you post keep on posting..

0Mira · 167 weeks ago

I was about to say "But Sherlock isn't this mean, and Watson said his friend enjoyed going to concerts and amateur dra-

matics!", and then I saw it was the Cumberbatch version. Oh well.  

 

(Also, I recall a radio play with Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes went to see some actor playing Sweeney Todd, and

said that of course the actor was over the top but it was required for an over the top role. I wasn't sure I agreed with

him.)
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